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Finishing 230-A21 and 235-I16 
 
Abstract: 

The dot chromosome in Drosophila melanogaster contains approximately 80 genes and 
yet is primarily heterochomatic.  Genes within heterochromatin are usually silenced in cells, and 
so the genes on the dot chromosome are interesting to researchers studying transcriptional 
regulation.  To further examine this chromosome, the genomes from several species in this genus 
are being sequenced.  This collaborative group project aims to finish sequence data from the dot 
chromosome of D. mojavensis to high quality.    
 

The goal of my individual project was to finish sequence data from fosmids 230-A21 and 
235-I16.  The first thing to examine was the amount of overlap between the two fosmids so that 
the same problems would not have to be solved twice.  The 5’ region of 230-A21 mapped at 
about the 27,500 bp position in fosmid 235-I16.  Therefore, I decided to finish the sequence for 
the first 27.5 kb of 235-I16 and then finish all of the sequence for 230-A21.   
 

 
Figure 1: Initial Assembly Views of both fosmids showing regions to be finished  
 

First, I will discuss finishing of the first 27.5 kb of fosmid 235-I16: 
 

 
Figure 2: Initial Assembly View: 235-I16 
 

Figure 2 shows the initial Assembly View of the fosmid.  It is all in one contig; so, 
barring any misassemblies, finishing this sequence at first glance seemed to be straightforward.  
The dark green line indicates the level of high quality reads over a given region.  There were a 
few noticeable regions of low quality, which needed more sequencing reactions to increase 
confidence in accuracy for the sequences obtained.  Also, there are a couple of purple/red 
discrepant forward/reverse pairs that span the whole length of the contig.  These were not of 
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concern; Consed just flagged them because they were above its threshold value, being as they 
mark fosmid ends rather than subclone ends.     
 

I first ran Crossmatch to check if the contig was assembled correctly and to see the 
repeats.  Crossmatch identifies regions of strong sequence matches that reveal repeats, which are 
potential areas where the initial assembly may contain similar sequences in places they do not 
actually belong. 
 

 
Figure 3: Assembly View for 235-I16 after running Crossmatch 
 

There are clearly several repeats within the fosmid; however, there are no other 
discrepant read pairs, there is no reason to suspect a global misassembly.  The major problems 
then that needed to be examined were the regions of low quality, high quality discrepant bases, 
and regions covered only by one strand or chemistry or by a single subclone.  These regions are 
less reliable.  The goal for the project was to finish all of the sequence to a quality rating of 
Phred 30 or higher (called mouse standard).  The only region that was low quality was the 5’ 
region.  This is usually of little concern, since most of the fosmids chosen in the “golden path” 
linking together all the fosmids over the length of the chromosome overlap by a few kilobases.  
However, a reaction was called for this region in this instance, and this did improve the overall 
Phred score for the sequence.     
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Figure 4: All of the initial problems in the first 27.5 kb of 235-I16 
 

Initially, I believed that many of the high quality discrepancies were polymorphisms.  
The others I edited manually.  One example is illustrated in Figure 5 where there are clearly three 
T’s when only two were called.  The rest of the discrepant bases that I did not feel comfortable 
manually editing were tagged.  Many of them are clustered in the same region. I checked over all 
of the unaligned high quality regions, pulled out the three reads at position 25468 shown above, 
but ended up putting them back right in the same spot (data not shown).  I left two other reads 
out that had also showed unaligned high quality bases, putting them in separate contigs because 
the majority of their sequence was of low quality.  After completing pulling out the reads and 
rejoining the contigs, the majority of the consensus sequence was in contig 9.   
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Figure 5: Example of a high quality discrepancy edited 
 

I called reactions for two of the three single stranded/single chemistry regions.  The third 
region (7 bp) was in between two repeats, and there were no unique oligos to use.  I called these 
two reactions before running Autofinish. Autofinish is a program that generates oligos from 
sequence data to obtain more data for weak areas.  I called one additional reaction that 
Autofinish neglected (see Table 1).   The sequences in the region 13592-13735 were above Phred 
30, so the reaction was not entirely necessary, and Autofinish neglected it.  As it turns out, that 
reaction did not yield data, but that oligo was the only one the program offered because the 
region was sandwiched between two repeats.  I decided that because the contig was finished to 
our quality standard (all bases above Phred 30) that I would not waste money on another attempt.   
 
 Table 1: Oligos called by finisher and by Autofinish 
Finisher Oligo Sequence Direction  Chemistry  Position Reason 
Miller caatcatcgtcaacatcattat  Bigdye, 

dGTP, 
4:1 

158-179 To cover low 
quality at end 

Miller gcatacacacgcatctacac  Bigdye, 
dGTP, 
4:1 

13127-
13146 

To cover single 
strand 13592-
13735 

Autofinish aattttaaatttcttattttggca 
 

 N/A 101-124 To cover low 
quality at end 

Autofinish ccccatatgagtcctaataatatga 
 

 N/A 43481-
43506 

To cover low 
quality at end 

 
 

After adding the new reads, the 5’ end of the primary contig improved the most.  My 
other read tapered off about 90 bases before the region I was hoping to cover (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: The new read ends before the single stranded region begins 
 
 

I then generated a list of remaining problems by using the Navigate feature in Consed 
(Figure 7).  This list still contained a number of high quality discrepancies.  Some of these 
remaining high quality discrepancies from the whole genome shotgun reads could be 
polymorphic with the fosmid DNA in the repeated region or could derive from copies of  
repetitious sequences elsewhere in the genome (Figure 8).   
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Figure 7: Remaining problems from the Navigate list before running PhredPhrap.  Traces 
shown for those bases framed in red in Figure 8.   
 

 
Figure 8: Some examples of the high quality discrepancies I thought were polymorphisms. 
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For simplicity’s sake, I ran PhredPhrap again, so now there are one large (numbered 
contig 2) and four single-read contigs.  I tore out one read that gave a high quality unaligned 
region and was overall of poor quality.  Then I tore out two others that gave many high quality 
discrepant bases in a huge repeat.  This process eliminated many high quality discrepancies and 
all of the high quality misaligned regions from the Navigate list.  As shown in Figure 8, there 
were many repeats in the region where most of the suspected polymorphisms were (highlighted 
by the green tags).  
 

 
Figure 9: Remaining problems in 235-I16 
 

This procedure eliminated many problems from the initial Navigate list.  It seems that 
rerunning PhredPhrap resulted in a new assembly in which several of the bases that were part of 
the high quality discrepancy category became part of the consensus sequence.  However, the 
assembly was slightly different with new reads added in (some others besides mine coming from 
the other schools).  This generated a new single strand region that was not there before.  I trust 
this assembly, however, because the three restriction digests shown below are very exact.  The 
first three high quality discrepancies were all checked, and there are many other reads in the 
region to ensure confidence in the consensus.  The last high quality discrepancy is potentially a 
real one.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10: A potential real polymorphism 
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As a final check, I examined the digests.  Restriction digests compare the actual DNA 
template with a synthetic computer-generated digest of the assembly (in-silico).  I initially 
thought that I had some discrepancies between the in-silico digest and the actual digests, but I 
think those were most likely due to a technical issue with the vector in Consed.  Several places 
showed two bands that added to one correct band in the real digest.  This issue was resolved by 
selecting the option to digest a single contig in-silico, which does not force Consed to try to join 
the vector ends together.  (The digest feature in Consed was not designed for Whole Genome 
Shotgun reads.)  These clean digests are shown below.  Finally, I am proud to report that the 
entire consensus sequence from the first 27.5 kb is Phred 52 or above.   

 
Eco RV          EcoRI   SacI 

   
Figure 11: Restriction Digests of 235-I16 
 

 
Figure 12: Final Assembly View of 235-I16 
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FOSMID 230-A21: 
 

This fosmid had fewer issues to resolve than the one previously discussed.  The initial 
assembly was of a single contig (Figure 13).  There were a few regions that were single stranded, 
but nothing that was of low quality except for the two ends (Figure 15).  Crossmatch showed few 
repeats throughout the assembly (Figure 14). Neither of these views indicated any major 
misassemblies. 
 

 
Figure 13: Initial Assembly View: 230-A21 
 

 
Figure 14: Crossmatch in 230-A21 
 
 

There were two places in this assembly where I was able to manually correct high quality 
base discrepancies (the last two in Figure 15), because the reads had been miscalled due to 
compressions.   
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Figure 15: Initial Problems for 230-A21 
 
After completing this task, I started ordering reactions to cover eight of the interior single 
stranded regions. 
 
Table 2: Reactions called for fosmid 230-A21 
Finisher Direction  Chemistry  Position Region 

 
Outcome 
 

Miller  4:1 12855-12877 13138-13222 
(85bp) 

covered 
 

Miller  4:1 17834-17856 17951-18075 
(125 bp) 

covered 
 

Miller  4:1 21266-21288 20851-21158 
(310 bp) 

covered 
 

Miller  4:1 26071-26090 25384-26005 
(625 bp) 

25384-25550 (167 bp), 
25765-26005 (235 bp) 

Miller  4:1 26287-26305 26578-26817 
(249 bp) 

covered 
 

Miller  4:1 33255-33277 33462-33545 
(86 bp) 

covered 
 

Miller  4:1 37636-37656 36916-37428 
(517 bp) 

36916-37153 (241 bp) 
 

Miller  4:1 40463-40481 40552-40641 
(90 bp) 

covered 
 

Autofinish  N/A 40678-40760 To cover low 
quality at end 

Not ordered, but covered 
by above reaction up to the 
vector sequence 
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Autofinish only called one reaction, which I did not feel was necessary to include in the 
order, because this region was covered with one reaction I had already called for the gap 
spanning 40552-40641 (Table 2).  I added the new reads, and there are only three remaining 
smaller single stranded regions. I re-ran PhredPhrap and generated the list of final problems 
(Figure 16).  Reassembly by PhredPhrap seems to have eliminated most of the high quality 
unaligned regions. The high quality discrepancies were all checked and tagged, but there are 
sufficient reads in each place to be confident of the consensus, with one exception.  The region 
around position 3700 is a slight concern.  There is a long stretch of mononucelotide A’s there in 
the middle of a poly AT repeat, and the reads coming directly off the fosmid suggest the 
consensus could be shorter by one base than the whole genome shotgun reads would indicate 
(Figures 17 and 18).   
 

 
Figure 16: Final Problems 
 

 
Figure 17: Mononucelotide run of A’s within a poly AT repeat 
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Figure 18: Traces for one of the PolyA regions of 230-A21 

 
EcoRV digest:   Hind III digest: 

  
Figure 19: Restriction Digests of 230-A21  
 

Finally, the digests show no discrepancies, and the entire sequence is Phred 40 or higher.  
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Figure 20: Final Assembly View of 230-A21 
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Short notes on the other fosmids:  
 
 
250-J02: 
I force-joined the gap and then ordered more reactions to confirm the join.  There was a hit on 
the BLAST search against some bacterial DNA.  76% ID to a subunit of Candidatus Peligabacter 
ubique’s NADH dehydrogenase.  This is unlikely to be contamination because while this strain 
of bacteria has the smallest genome of any self-replicating cell yet sequenced, it lives in the 
ocean, and therefore, is most likely not the host strain used for sequencing.  Additionally, the 
gene itself is important and likely highly conserved.    
 
200-N19: 
There is a polymorphism with an AT repeat with the neighboring fosmid.  However, after 
incorporating some reads from 205 and re-running PhredPhrap, the gap in this fosmid was able 
to be closed.  The digests are perfect.   
 
325-M22 
There was a gap with many overlapping forward/reverse pairs.  However, there was a chimera at 
the 3’ end of the left contig, yet no sequences at that end matched anything at the 5’ region of the 
right contig.  The digests indicated though that there was about 100 bp overlap between the two 
contigs.  Performing a force join over just 11 bases did not improve the in-silico digest.  Oligos 
were called to breach the gap, and many reactions worked.  After re-running PhredPhrap, the 
chimera in that location went away, but the tag showed up again in a read that was misaligned 
called by students at another school.  The digests now look fine, and there are no longer any high 
quality discrepancies or low quality regions.  


